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Bio-socio-economic dynamics and multidisciplinary models
in small-scale fisheries research
ANTHom T. CHARLES

DYNAMIQUES BIO-SOCIO-ÉCONOMIQUES ET MODÈLES MULTIDISCIPLINAIRES
DANS LA RECHERCHE SURLES PÊCHES ARTISANALES.
RÉSUMÉ
Les modèles intégrésdes systèmes de pêche artisanale doivent inclure
des objectifs multiples et les dynamide pêcheurs,ainsi que le comportementdes stocks de poisson et
ques complexesdes pêcheurs et des communautés
desflottilles. Cet article s’interroge sur
la quantificationdes objectifs de lapêche et introduit
le concept deumodélisation bio-socio-économique>> comme outil multidisciplinaire de recherche pour analyser les dynamiques et les
spécificités inhérentes aux
pêches artisanales.

1. INTRODUCTION

Small-scale fishery systems involve cornplex interactions between resource stocks and the people involv
in harvesting those stocks. While the population dynarnics of fish stocks have received considerable attention in
ecological literature, the dynamics
of hurnan communities dependenton the fisheryare equally important. Indeed,
the joint dynamics of the fish stocks and the fisherrnenrnust be taken into account in determining appropriate
management policies.
At the same time, fishery management must balance a wide spectrum of objectives,as such
conservation,
task, given the importance in
income generation, employment, and community stability. This is a complex
community-based fisheriesof such factors as tradition, family ties, group decision-making, employrnent-sharing,
income support programs, and involvernent
in the cthiddeneconornyx
on each
of the objectives.
Naturally, the various <<players>> in fishery systems place quite different
priorities
From the fishery research perspective,
it is also important to recognize that biologists, economists, and sociologists,
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amongst others, also differ in the imprtarnce they placeon fishery goals. Indeed, even framework
the
within which
fishery problems
are discussed vary greatly across disciplines.
To what extent might
be possible
it
to providea unified
approach forinterdixiplinary analysis of artisanal fisheries
?
Quantitativefishery modelling provides one possible approach
to the integation of fishery analysis, andhas
considerable potential to provide useful
plicy insights. To accomplish this, integrated
msdels of fishery systems
must include the objectives and dynamics
of fishing communities and the fishery labouras well
force,as those of fish
stocks and capital
stocks.
This palper addresses the quantification of fishery objectives, and discusses recentr e s a c h in integrated
fishery modelling and analysis,
as this work pertains to small-scale fisheries.
The concept of ~~bio-socio-eeonomic~~
models is introduced as a multidisciplinary research tool which can
be used by researchers to help
undentand the
dynamics andthe tradeoffs inherent in fishing systems.

2. QUANTITATIVE MBDELLING APPROACHES

2.11. Bio-economie models
Over the past two decades, the development
of abio-economie>> models
(CLARK,
1976,1985) has capturecl
considerable interest amongst
both fishery biologists and fishery economists.
The idea isanaturalone :link biologieal
concepls (population dynamics, fish growth,
etc.), with economicones (investment dynarnics, supply and demand,
etc.) using techniquesof mathematical modelling
to merge the concepts together.
In fact, efforts to develop integrated
analytic approaches combining these aspects
of fisheries date baek to the1950s (SCHAEFW, 1954 ;Seon, 1955),
although the key introductionof methods toaddress dynarnic changesin fisheries arose in the late 1960's.

The bio-economic approachhas been highly successfulin at least hvo re-spects:
m from a methodological perspective, bio-economic modelling has enabled
researchers to develop analyses
with considerable intuitiveappwl, capturing the dynamicsof both fish and fishing vessels
;

bio-economic modellingh a provided a language which can kelp bridge the gap ketween biologists and
economists working on common projem.
0

There are, however, two potential disadvantages which need to be considered
:
until reeently, some familiarity with mathematics has
bwn required in order to consmct biseconornie
models, and indeed thereb ehas
n a tendency for
both biologists and economistsqxoven
to
their mathematical skills
by developing and analysing cornplex models. Yet mathematics need not be a major stumbling block, since the
microcomputer revolution has made it a relatively simpletask for those not mathematically inclined to s p i f y
graphical relationships between key fishery variables, and have these incorporated into bio-economic msdels. This
of teamwork in modelling workshops
;
approach is particularly effective witkin prmess
a
0

a more substantial eoncem a b u t the use of bio-econornic modelling lies in its relevance to real-world
policymaking. The integration of biological dynamics and konomic dynamics kas gone a long way towards
describing the opration of rnanyfishery systerns. Bio-economic modclling has developedaslargely
a tool to provide
insights into the operation and management of fisheries, and has b e n quite succcssful in that task. But while
theoreticians obtain insights, thosein real-world fisheries tendto view such models as abstract playthings,of little
relevmce to fishery policy development.
It is tkis concern about the relevance
of existing fishery models which will
be addressed in the following sections.
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2.2. Multiple objectives in fishery models

Real-world fisheries are managed
on the basis of multiple conflicting objectives
(CHARLES,
1988 ;LAWSON,
1984). Yet
whileit is widely agreed that such
multi-objectivemanagementis desirable
in fishery systems, substantial
difficulties are encountered in quantifying the various goals and in providing a framework for comparison between
have been undertaken by several authors, including
HEALEY (1984),
objectives. Effortsto deal with these problems
I~ILBORNet W A L ~ R
(1977),
S
andKEENEY (1977). Here, we briefly discuss four key socio-economic objectives, with
:
a view to their quantification and use in multi-objective fishery models
the generation
of economic wealth, usually quantified in monetary terms
cceconomic
as thesurplus>>between
fishery revenues and fishery costs,been
has a dominant objective not only in the theory of fisheries economics, but
in fishery modelling
as well. M i l e this economic wealth is usuallyreferred
toas economic ccrenb, fishery economists
the concept of rent can include much more than
just monetary, commercial benefits
;
are well aware that
fishermen income levels, or net benefits
per cupitu, are also very much relevant in fishery analysis, since
these provide a measure of an individual’s economic well-being. Furthermore, equity considerations can be
;
incorporated ifwe examine per cupitu income relativeto the average income in the overall economy
employment is a traditional concem
of fishery managers, particularly
in small-scaleor isolated fisheries. The
employment objective might
be quantified by anemployment rate, representing the fraction
of the labourforce that
is involved in providing fishing effort at anyin point
time. If Society
desires as great a utilization of the labour force
as possible, maximizing this rate is appropriate
;
finally, fishing community viability (or <chealth>>),anisimportant factor in any determinationof social
welfare, yet its appropriate measurement is by no means clear. We might attempt to determine community wel
quantitatively using the growth rate
of the relevant local population (or labour force) tover
h e , since other things
being equal, a growing population indicates a healthier situation
than a declining one.

2.3. Fishery socio-economicsand fisherymodels

While few links have existed between socio-economic fishery research and fishery analysis based on th
et al. (1985) argue that
of quantitative models, this is likely to change in the near future. For example, TERKLA
to be crucial for implementing efficient and equitable
ccunderstanding labour adjustment processes is likely
management policy>> throughout the fishing industry. Such understanding will tend to require some type of dy
model to address adjustment mechanisms in a systematic manner.
A framework for socioeconomic modelling of fishery labour dynamics
in a developing country context has
such as that byPANAYOTOU
(1982), Who provides an equilibrium approach for depicting optimal
been laid in research
fishery management subject
to various assumptions about objectives and relevant labour costs, PANAYOTOU
and by
and PANAYOTOU
(1986), Who undertake an empirical study of labour dynarnics
in the fisheries of Thailand.
With respect to fishermen behaviour in North American fisheries, GASKILL
et al. (1986) have recently
to make harvesting effort
considered a dynamic decisionmaking model
in which fishing communities are assumed
and BOCKSTAEL
(1984)
decisions in order to maximize community well-being. The empirical work of OPALUCH
examines fishermen’s goals other than profit maximization, and theprocess by which decisions are madeconc
such factorsas the desired levelsof harvesting effort.
SMITH
Theoretical research in this area is
Worth
alsonoting. In terms of c<behavioral
models,, classic work by
(1968) was based on the development of a set of differential equations to describe fish population dynamics t
with fishing effort dynamics,
the latter driven by available profits in the fishery. Optimization analyses include that
of fish stocks and fish harvests due to adjustments
in the
of M m 0 (1976), Who deals with the optimal dynamics
opportunity cost of labour,
as the employment options
of fishermen change over time.
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io-socio-eeonomicmodels
Future efforts to incorporate the multiple objectives and socio-economic factors discussed a b v e into
quantitativefishery mdels may kstbeaceomplished wilhin asuitably integratedand systematic framework.
A c<biosocio-economic>l approachfishery
to modelling canbe useful in this regard, incorporating fish population dynamics
together with the decision-making andadjusment proces of fishing eommunities andtheir labour forces. This
through an emphasison the dynamics of people inthe labour force,
extends the bio-economic modelling approach
rather thm on fishing vesselsor hypthetial <<fisking
firms>>,
and the explicit use of multiple objectives for
fishery
management, to incorporate both sscietal goals and those of the fiskery participants.
bis-swio-economicdynamics ofthe fishery
Mathematical and simulation methods be
canused to study the
system and the interactions
of managernent objectives in determining
the future of the fishery.An examplc of such
a moddling approach is provided in the nextsection.

The discussion here will focus
on the situationof a fishery-dependent localeconormy, operating as one part
of a larger multi-sector econorny. Within this local system,
fislnery
the is sufficiently dominant that
its labour force
and the overall community population are closelyastied;
the fisherygses, so goes the community. Typieally, there
is limited labour mobility, with workers toable
move into and out
of the lacal economy (i.e.the fishery) to a certain
extent, dependingon both internal and extemal conditions.

3.1. Dynarnics
Consider a dynamic model based
on two key variables inthis bio-socio-economic fishery system; the fisk
stock itself andthe correspnding fishery labourforce. Together witk the capitalstock embodied inthe fishing f l e t ,
these variablesserve as key inputs to the
hwesting prwess.
We suppose thatthe fish stockat any time t is described as a single aggregated population or biornass x(t),
with netgowth atany time t given by the
differential quation :
dx/dt = F(x) - h
where the instantanmus rateof harvest, h = h(t), is subtracted from the resource stock's rate
natural
of growth
F(x). Thelatter rateis dependent on the current size of the population x= x(t), while therate of harvest isto be
determined in the fishery management process.
The labour force, L(t),is assumed to followccmodified logistic>> dynamics, involving expansion
if fishery
conditions are good relative to the external economy, and contraction
if the reverseis true (eg.if the fish stock x(t)
is very small). To model thisprocess, we require measures of internal fishery conditions and the stateof the external
economy.
The intemal conditions in the fishery aremodellcd athrough
time-dependent c<desirability>> function
f(Ft,L,E),
involving three determinants
:fishery rent R(t) (given total
by ineome minus operating costs and opportunity
costs
of labour), the total size of the labour force L(t), and
the fishing effortE(t), representing the eomponent of the total
labour force which is able to operate'in the fishery.
.
The natural level (or
canying capacity) of the labour force
at any timeis given bythe productof the internal
and extemal factors,f(R,L,E)M, where M represents the stateof the external economy.The relevant differential
equation describingthe dynamics of the labour force L(t) can then be written
as :
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dL/dt = sL( 1 - L/fM )
where s is an intrinsic population growth rate parameter.
The state variables x(t) and L(t) are determined
by the two differential equations above,the
once
harvest level
h(t) andthe fishing effort level E(t) are specified. The fish stock, the desiredeffort,
fishing
and the labour force
al1
vary over time, with the latter tending continuously towards
its constantly-shifting <<naturab, level.

3.2. Behavioral Analysis
The above dynamics can be used to predict
the evolution of the fishery system, ifwe can specify how the
fishermen,or the managers, will
vary fishing effort and/or harvest
rates over time. For example,
S m (1968) assumes
the difference
between current fishery rents and
that the time rate
of change in fishing effort E(t) is proportional
to
a base level, perhaps representing the possible inprofit
alternative economic activities. Hence,
in the S m ' model,
in effort.
high rents leadto increased effort, whilelow (or negative) rents lead to a reduction
Of course, this but
is one possible assumption about the determinants
of fishing behaviour.It is also possible
that fishermen might adjust their collective fishingin effort
order to fully utilize available labour and capital inputs,
or to maintain either constant fishery rents or fishermen incomes. Alternatively, fishery managementmay set a
or constant harvest rate strategy as(such
the c<F[O.1]>,approach used for groundfish stockson Canada's
constant effort
Atlantic Coast). Froma research point
of view, the modelling approach presented here has the flexibility to allow a
comparison amongst these various possible effort strategies, and the resulting labour dynamics.

3.3. Optimization Analysis
In theory, dynamic optimization procedures can be used to determine the &est>> harvesting schedule
at
h(t)
each time t, once a suitable objective function has been specified. This process
is discussed in detail by CHARLES
(1989) - essentially it involves quantifying the objectives,
as discussed in Chapter
2 above, and incorporating these
into an appropriately- weighted objective function, in which
thebenefits are summed over time, with discounting if
desired.

4.DISCUSSION
Small-scale fisheries are complex systems which present
a variety of challenges to researchers,due in large
part tothe balancing of multiple objectives and to the interaction of ecological and socio-.economic dynamics.For
thesereasons,small-scalefisheriesresearchneeds tobecarriedout within anintegratedmultidisciplinaryframework.
<<Bio-socio-economic>> models can be useful in this regard. Such models involve the determination
of appropriate
adjustment processesto predict the responseof fish stocks andof fishermen to changing conditionsin the fishery,
and the use of these dynamics to undertake multi-objective management of fishery harvests.
The application of any fishery model to specific artisanal fisheries naturally
requiresof suitable
the collection
the model. Inthe case of bio-socio-economic models, isitnecessary to assemble time series of data on
data to <<fit>,
fishery labour forces, fishing community populations, and fishery participation rates (eg.as well
COPES,
as data1983),
on fish stock dynamics and economic parameters. While the information needs are great,
hueitthat
is in
alsomost
small-scale fisheries, efforts to date have not been sufficient
in collecting and consolidating existing data in
preparation for an integrated analysis of the fishery system.The modelling framework discussed
may be ofhere
use
in highlighting the information requirements needcd to undertake such an analysis.
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